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Dr. Rod Chelberg is a retired medical physician
who works as a spiritual guide to facilitate
emotional, mental, and physical healing. He
combines his medical knowledge with Divine
guidance to help people be responsible for
their own healing, and remove blocks to love's
presence, as those blocks can manifest to
illness. Dr. Rod teaches how to realign the
mind and tap into the power within to live life
to the fullest. As a child, Dr. Rod had a near-
death experience, which gave him spiritual
gifts that he believes are available to us all.
These gifts matured over time and guided him
to heal others. Dr. Rod received his medical
degree from the University of Minnesota. His
practice included general internal medicine,
hospital, and intensive care (ICU) medicine,
and he spent 14 years as an emergency room
physician. During the last five years of his
career, he was the medical director for four
nursing homes and a large hospice company
in Bangor, Maine. Dr. Rod is a popular media
guest, speaker, and author of the book, When
God Calls, Say Yes! A Physician's Experience of
Mystical Guidance.

 
"Dr Rod’s care, insights, gentleness and
support were so very healing and beyond

my expectations, so beneficial."
 

— Jane Tomkinson
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ABOUT DR. ROD

Helping You Access Divine Connection for Healing

SIGNATURE PRESENTATIONS

Connecting to the Divine 
Remembering Our Divine Inheritance
Enhancing the Mind/Body Connection for Healing
Transcending Limiting Beliefs
Starting A Spiritual Journey
Understanding Near Death Experiences (NDE)
Transitioning to the World of Spirit

When God Calls, Say Yes! A Physician's Experience of
Mystical Guidance, chronicles Dr. Rod's personal
journey of awakening. In it he describes his
emergency room mystical experiences, when
Christ helped guide him in the care of patients.
He discusses the unreality of death and dying in
detail, citing multiple patient cases in which
Christ provided loving assistance. And he reveals
what it is like to meet God and realize that we
are One. 

WHEN GOD CALLS, SAY YES!
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